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The historical class book: or, Readings in modern history

1861

hardcover reprint of the original 1898 edition beautifully bound in brown cloth covers featuring titles stamped in
gold 8vo 6x9 no adjustments have been made to the original text giving readers the full antiquarian experience for
quality purposes all text and images are printed as black and white this item is printed on demand book information
heilprin louis the historical reference book comprising a chronological table of universal history a chronological
dictionary of universal history a biographical dictionary with geographical notes for the use of students
teachers and readers indiana repressed publishing llc 2012 original publishing heilprin louis the historical reference
book comprising a chronological table of universal history a chronological dictionary of universal history a
biographical dictionary with geographical notes for the use of students teachers and readers new york d appleton
and company 1898 subject chronology historical

The Reviewing of Historical Books

1914

this volume is part of a series which brings together the best articles on major fields of old testament hebrew bible
studies from the journal for the study of the old testament the aim of the series is to provide for scholars and
students a convenient and up to date briefing on developments in the field the so called historical books embrace a
vast amount of diverse biblical material from joshuah to nehemiah and this selection of 20 essays covers a
breadth of biblical material using a wide range of methodological approaches the breadth of its scope combined
with the depth of scholarship makes this reader a useful and comprehensive resource for both undergraduate and
graduate courses

The Historical Reference Book

2014-02-16

excerpt from historical fiction chronologically and historically related the intelligent understanding of this body
of fiction requires some such historical procedure the reader of any of these works may not be familiar with the
facts in such a case to have the history brie�y sketched in the manner in which it is here done and brought into such
close relation to the stories precludes the necessity of resorting to the historical treatise for the facts about
the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at
forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of
the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections
present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be
replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections
that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

All about History Book of History Year by Year

2014

excerpt from won by the sword a tale of the thirty years war n my preface to the lion of flu vorlfi i expressed a
hope that i might some day be able to continue the history of the thirty years war the deaths of gustavus and his
great rival wallenstein and the crushing defeat of the swedes and their allies at the battle of nordlingen brought
the first period of that war to a close hostilities indeed never ceased but the swedes no longer played the leading
part on the pro testant side that they had hitherto occupied oxenstiern the great chancellor of sweden saw that
the only hope of eventual success lay in engaging france in the struggle and he and the duke of weimar went to paris
and pointed out to richelieu that unless france intervened austria must become the master of all germany and as
the ally of spain would have it in her power to completely dominate france richelieu perceived the opportunity made
a treaty with the swedes and weimar and engaged to grant large subsidies to the former and to send an army to co
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operate with the latter about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic
books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten
books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst
repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or
missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully
any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

The Historical Books

1997-01-01

lavishly illustrated the first book in english to relate the history of damascus is a compelling and unique
exploration of a fascinating city

Historical Fiction

2017-11-19

this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original due to its age it may contain imperfections such
as marks notations marginalia and flawed pages because we believe this work is culturally important we have
made it available as part of our commitment for protecting preserving and promoting the world s literature in
affordable high quality modern editions that are true to the original work

���

2020-02-28

focuses on the lives and legacies of historical figures who have influenced the world in significant and lasting
ways including politics social action and the arts and sciences

Won by the Sword

2018-11-16

it s a wonderful splendid book a book that should be read by every american student or otherwise who wants to
understand his country its true history and its hope for the future howard fast author of spartacus and the
immigrants it should be required reading eric foner new york times book review library journal calls howard zinn s
iconic a people s history of the united states a brilliant and moving history of the american people from the point
of view of those whose plight has been largely omitted from most histories packed with vivid details and telling
quotations zinn s award winning classic continues to revolutionize the way american history is taught and
remembered frequent appearances in popular media such as the sopranos the simpsons good will hunting and the
history channel documentary the people speak testify to zinn s ability to bridge the generation gap with enduring
insights into the birth development and destiny of the nation

Damascus

2005

excerpt from putnam s handbook of universal history a series of chronological tables presenting in parallel
columns a record of the more noteworthy events in the history of the world from the earliest times down to the
present day together with an alphabetical index of subjects it has been the intention of the editor in the several
instances in which events and dates have become a matter of con troversy to follow the authorities most
generally accepted it may easily however be the case that an occasional date or statement has been retained which
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some scholarly reader may find ground to question such a critic can only be referred back to the latest
investigators for the authoritative decision that seems to him to be important and that it is not practicable to
attempt in a condensed summary of the world s history such as is presented in the present volume the study of
history and the intelligent reading of history should be as stated a study of the relations of events to each other
made with the view of securing as far as practicable an understanding of the causation of these events and of the
in uence exercised upon them by historic characters by the leaders of men this is the information which the publishers
are undertaking to present to the public on both sides of the atlantic in the handbook of universal history about
the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at
forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of
the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections
present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be
replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections
that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

The Good Years

2009-07

this second edition of an introduction to book history provides a comprehensive critical introduction to the
development of the book and print culture each fully revised and updated chapter contains new material and
covers recent developments in the field including the postcolonial book censorship by states and religions social
history and the recognition of underrepresentation of its value to book history studies contemporary publishing
each section begins with a summary of the chapter s aims and contents followed by a detailed discussion of the
relevant issues concluding with a summary of the chapter and points to ponder sections include the history of the
book orality to literacy literacy to printing authors authorship and authority printers booksellers publishers
agents readers and reading the future of the book an introduction to book history is an ideal introduction to this
exciting field of study and is designed as a companion text to the book history reader

Philosophy and the Historical Understanding

2009-05-01

the encyclopedia of local history addresses nearly every aspect of local history including everyday issues
theoretical approaches and trends in the field the second edition highlights local history practice in each u s state
and canadian province

The Historical Reference Book

1913

this historic book may have numerous typos and missing text purchasers can usually download a free scanned
copy of the original book without typos from the publisher not indexed not illustrated 1913 edition excerpt
chapter xxii minor countries i in austria historical production of a high quality is of very chap recent date when
pertz sought collaborators for the monumenta xxii at vienna gentz replied that the formation of a society for the
study of german history could not be agreeable to the emperor the censorship was active and vigilant and the
archives were only opened to men whose dynastic and religious orthodoxy was beyond question thus bucholtz
compiled a vast work on ferdinand i and chmel wrote a history of frederick iii and his son maximilian hurter 1 a swiss
convert who had won fame as the biographer of innocent iii was invited to vienna and appointed imperial
historiographer his labours on the thirty years war were embodied in his colossal life of ferdinand ii and his studies
of wallenstein all these works bore a semi official character welcomed by scholars for their glimpses into a
jealously guarded treasure house they were rather the raw material for history than history itself the most
important work produced during the dictatorship of metternich hammer s massive history of the ottomans was
based chiefly on material collected beyond the frontier a more liberal policy was adopted when count leo thun
became minister of education after the year of revolution he summoned ficker to innsbruck aschbach and max budinger
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to vienna thus the scholarship of germany was grafted on the culture of austria it was not however till arneth3
became director of the archives that the metternich system was finally discarded on visiting london he was struck
by the liberality with which the archives were opened to every student while his own country forbade the
inspection even of its minor treasures 1 see h hurter f hurter 2

What is History?

2008

this book is a fascinating look at some of the most important events in american history from the arrival of
columbus to the opening of the panama canal the author oscar edmund berninghaus uses a combination of text and
illustrations to bring these events to life making this an engaging and informative history book for readers of all
ages this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other
nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate
has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be
preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation
process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

A People's History of the United States

2010-01-26

an erudite scholar and an elegant writer gordon s wood has won both numerous awards and a broad readership
since the 1969 publication of his widely acclaimed the creation of the american republic with the purpose of the
past wood has essentially created a history of american history assessing the current state of history vis � vis
the work of some of its most important scholars doling out praise and scorn with equal measure in this wise
passionate defense of history s ongoing necessity wood argues that we cannot make intelligent decisions about the
future without understanding our past wood offers a master s insight into what history at its best can be and
reflects on its evolving and essential role in our culture

Putnam's Handbook of Universal History

2016-09-07

treating the practice of history not as an isolated pursuit but as an aspect of human society and an essential
part of the culture of the west john burrow magnificently brings to life and explains the distinctive qualities
found in the work of historians from the ancient egyptians and greeks to the present with a light step and graceful
narrative he gathers together over 2 500 years of the moments and decisions that have helped create western
identity this unique approach is an incredible lens with which to view the past standing alone in its ambition scale
and fascination burrow s history of history is certain to stand the test of time

An Introduction to Book History

2013

�������� �� ������������

Encyclopedia of Local History

2013

trieste publishing has a massive catalogue of classic book titles our aim is to provide readers with the highest
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quality reproductions of fiction and non fiction literature that has stood the test of time the many thousands of
books in our collection have been sourced from libraries and private collections around the world the titles that
trieste publishing has chosen to be part of the collection have been scanned to simulate the original our readers see
the books the same way that their first readers did decades or a hundred or more years ago books from that period
are often spoiled by imperfections that did not exist in the original imperfections could be in the form of blurred text
photographs or missing pages it is highly unlikely that this would occur with one of our books our extensive
quality control ensures that the readers of trieste publishing s books will be delighted with their purchase our
staff has thoroughly reviewed every page of all the books in the collection repairing or if necessary rejecting
titles that are not of the highest quality this process ensures that the reader of one of trieste publishing s titles
receives a volume that faithfully reproduces the original and to the maximum degree possible gives them the
experience of owning the original work we pride ourselves on not only creating a pathway to an extensive
reservoir of books of the finest quality but also providing value to every one of our readers generally trieste
books are purchased singly on demand however they may also be purchased in bulk readers interested in bulk
purchases are invited to contact us directly to enquire about our tailored bulk rates

History and Historians in the Nineteenth Century

2013-09

excerpt from a history of french literature from the earliest times to the great war the present history of french
literature intended both for the general reader and for students does not aim to be exhaus tive it is divided into
three parts medieval renaissance and modern and within these parts it emphasizes in turn the chief literary movements
and writers leaving minor tendencies and figures out of consideration or mentioning them only inci dentally mere
lists of names and dates valuable as they are for reference belong rather to bibliography than to literary his tory
as such thus our aim has been to give a connected ao count oi the main currents of french literature from the
earliest times down to the present day in this attempt we have had several further considerations to guide us in the
first place the book is written primarily for american and english readers the one key to literary treasures is not
erudition but sympathy needless to say we would instill in our readers a liking for french literature but such
sympathy will come only through an appreciation of the french as distinguished from the anglo saxon point of view
hence the introductory chapter on the spirit of french letters and in the body of the book the frequent references to
what appear to be dominant french traits another result of this method is the attention we give to the historical
and social background whether we have succeeded or not we have consistently tried to depict for each age the
historical and social elements that produced it brie�y of course with the ex pectation that the reader will
complete the outline by reference to works dealing directly with these subjects about the publisher forgotten
books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a
reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally
reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare
cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however
repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to
preserve the state of such historical works

Epoch Marking Events of American History

2023-07-18

this is a curated and comprehensive collection of the most important works covering matters related to national
security diplomacy defense war strategy and tactics the collection spans centuries of thought and experience and
includes the latest analysis of international threats both conventional and asymmetric it also includes riveting
first person accounts of historic battles and wars some of the books in this series are reproductions of historical
works preserved by some of the leading libraries in the world as with any reproduction of a historical artifact
some of these books contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc we believe these books are
essential to this collection and the study of war and have therefore brought them back into print despite these
imperfections we hope you enjoy the unmatched breadth and depth of this collection from the historical to the just
published works
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The Purpose of the Past

2009-01-27

excerpt from a list of books on the history of science january 1911 the titles are in the main grouped according to
the system used in the public card catalogue except that chronological sub divisions have been adopted in order to
bring together material relating to the history of special periods the titles themselves are arranged
alphabetically within each group as a chronological sub arrangement did not seem to serve any particular purpose
in this case whereas the alphabetical arrangement brings together related works by the same author and different
editions of the same work about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic
books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten
books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst
repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or
missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully
any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

A History of Histories

2009

�����������������������������������������

���������52������

2018-11

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original
work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works
have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in
the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely
copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a
reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks
etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made
generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being
an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

A First Book in American History

2017-09-08

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original
work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works
have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in
the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely
copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a
reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks
etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made
generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being
an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
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A History of French Literature

2018-03-15

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original
work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works
have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in
the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely
copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a
reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks
etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made
generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being
an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

With Frederick the Great

2015-02-24

presents a chronological exploration of the people and events that have shaped societies through time from
mesopotamia to mao the incas to iraq and the spartans to the space shuttle

A List of Books on the History of Science

2017-11-25

as majestic in its scope as the country it celebrates johnson s theme is the men and women prominent and unknown
whose energy vision courage and confidence shaped a great nation it is a compelling antidote to those who regard
the future with pessimism henry a kissinger paul johnson s prize winning classic a history of the american people is an
in depth portrait of the american people covering every aspect of u s history from politics to the arts the creation
of the united states of america is the greatest of all human adventures begins paul johnson s remarkable work no
other national story holds such tremendous lessons for the american people themselves and for the rest of mankind
in a history of the american people historian johnson presents an in depth portrait of american history from the first
colonial settlements to the clinton administration this is the story of the men and women who shaped and led the
nation and the ordinary people who collectively created its unique character littered with letters diaries and
recorded conversations it details the origins of their struggles for independence and nationhood their heroic efforts
and sacrifices to deal with the organic sin of slavery and the preservation of the union to its explosive economic
growth and emergence as a world power johnson discusses contemporary topics such as the politics of racism
education the power of the press political correctness the growth of litigation and the influence of women
throughout history sometimes controversial and always provocative a history of the american people is one
author s challenging and unique interpretation of american history johnson s views of individuals events themes and
issues are original critical and in the end admiring for he is above all a strong believer in the history and the destiny
of the american people

��������

2005-09

the university of michigan history of the modern world series

A Text-Book of the History of Architecture

2016-04-23
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purchase of this book includes free trial access to million books com where you can read more than a million books
for free this is an ocr edition with typos excerpt from book 1813 the british command lake champlain 33 attacked
by the enemy was also the victim of an indian ambuscade thirteen were killed or wounded and all but five of the
remainder were made prisoners and then inhumanly murdered by the indians it is said that some of them were scalped
while they were yet alive it was pretended as an excuse for the indians that eldridge had killed one of the chiefs of
their tribe these unwarranted cruelties induced general boyd to take a party of the seneca and tuscarora indians
into the service of the united states in the expectation that a fear of retaliation would prevent the recurrence of
such atrocities they soon after succeeded in bringing into camp twelve british indians and four white men with the
loss of only two of their own body early in july the british made a successful attack on the village of black rock
then defended by militia most of whom soon took to flight the invading party set fire to the barracks and other
public buildings spiked some cannon and took off a considerable quantity of provisions various petty skirmishes and
conflicts now took place on the margin of the lakes with divided success which scarcely deserve particular notice
among them however were the capture of the two armed schooners growler and eagle by a squadron of british
gunboats after an engagement of three hours and a half by which capture the enemy now had the undisputed
command of lake champlain the loss was very trifling on both sides it is said that the british abused the power they
thus possessed in committing great depredations on the private property of the inhabitants but excesses of this
character it would seem from the frequency of the complaints of it are not easily avoided and may be set down as
one of

The History of Modern Europe

2015-09-20

e h gombrich s little history of the world though written in 1935 has become one of the treasures of historical
writing since its first publication in english in 2005 the yale edition alone has now sold over half a million copies
and the book is available worldwide in almost thirty languages gombrich was of course the best known art
historian of his time and his text suggests illustrations on every page this illustrated edition of the little history
brings together the pellucid humanity of his narrative with the images that may well have been in his mind s eye as he
wrote the book the two hundred illustrations most of them in full color are not simple embellishments though
they are beautiful they emerge from the text enrich the author s intention and deepen the pleasure of reading this
remarkable work for this edition the text is reset in a spacious format flowing around illustrations that range
from paintings to line drawings emblems motifs and symbols the book incorporates freshly drawn maps a revised
preface and a new index blending high grade design fine paper and classic binding this is both a sumptuous gift book
and an enhanced edition of a timeless account of human history

The History of Modern Europe

2015-11-05

the encyclopedia of historians and historical writing contains over 800 entries ranging from lord acton and anna
comnena to howard zinn and from herodotus to simon schama over 300 contributors from around the world have
composed critical assessments of historians from the beginning of historical writing to the present day including
individuals from related disciplines like j�rgen habermas and clifford geertz whose theoretical contributions have
informed historical debate additionally the encyclopedia includes some 200 essays treating the development of
national regional and topical historiographies from the ancient near east to the history of sexuality in addition
to the western tradition it includes substantial assessments of african asian and latin american historians and
debates on gender and subaltern studies

The History Book

2010

developed to meet the demand for a low cost high quality history book cengage advantage books world history
fifth edition offers readers the engaging world history text in a compact affordable format world history is a
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global text that examines world civilizations in a comparative way students learn to recognize and analyze
trends and interconnections across history and civilizations thus gaining a clearer view of the social and
political forces that have shaped our world cengage advantage books world history includes 93 maps and over
100 primary source excerpts that enliven the past while introducing students to the source material of historical
scholarship available in the following volumes cengage advantage books world history fifth edition chapters 1
17 isbn 978 1 111 34514 3 volume i before 1600 chapters 1 9 isbn 978 1 11134 516 7 volume ii since 1500
chapters 9 17 isbn 978 1 11134 513 6 important notice media content referenced within the product description
or the product text may not be available in the ebook version

A History of the American People

2009-06-30

developed to meet the demand for a low cost high quality history book this economically priced version of world
history 8th edition offers readers the complete narrative with only the most essential features photos and maps
all volumes feature a paperback two color format that appeals to those seeking a comprehensive trade sized
history text noted teachers and scholars william j duiker and jackson j spielvogel present a balanced highly
readable overview of world history that explores common challenges and experiences of the human past and
identifies key patterns over time thorough coverage of political economic social religious intellectual cultural
and military history is integrated into a chronological framework to help students gain an appreciation and
understanding of the distinctive character and development of individual cultures in society this approach helps
students link events together in a broad comparative and global framework and consequently see the
contemporary world in a more meaningful historical context cengage advantage books world history includes
over 100 maps and excerpts of over 100 primary sources that enliven the past while introducing students to the
source material of historical scholarship available in the following split options cengage advantage books
world history 8th edition chapters 1 30 volume i to 1800 chapters 1 18 volume ii since 1500 chapters 14 30
important notice media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version
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2004-12-01

The Near East

2012-05

The History of the United States

2012-01-01

A Little History of the World

2011

Encyclopedia of Historians and Historical Writing

1999
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The History of the Reign of the Emperor Charles V

1812

Cengage Advantage Books: World History

2011-01-20

Cengage Advantage Books: World History, Volume II

2015-04-22
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